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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10098-10184
1. According to a LIFIRE report, the following Poles arrived in Mexico on 22 October 1963 via Sabena Flight 555:

   a. Alexander MAKOWSKI, born ca 1926, Service Passport C-0009093.

   b. Krystina MAKOWSKA, born ca 1928, Service Passport C-0009094.

   c. Hubert MAKOWSKI, born ca 1951, on mother’s passport.

   d. Marek MAKOWSKI, born ca 1955, on mother’s passport.

2. LIFEAT information indicates that Subject is the replacement for Josef DEJ as Chief of the Commercial Section. He is referred to as the CIECH representative, and Czeslaw SLOWAKIEWICZ called Boris SCHEIMANN on 23 October to arrange to introduce Subject to SCHEIMANN.

3. There are no Station traces on Subject. Headquarters traces are requested.

Willard C. CURTIS